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Light Pumping Energy Into Blood Mitochondria:
A New Trend Against Depression?
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Arecent finding reported in Mitochondrion
1 may

become the cornerstone of a therapy of stress-related
disorders. Briefly, the authors provided first observational
evidence supporting the view that decreased mitochondrial
respiratory rate participates in the etiology of depression.
By assuming a correspondence between platelet mito-
chondrial respiration and adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
synthesis, we feel justified in putting forward the hypothesis
that ATP levels in mitochondrial blood platelets of de-
pressed patients are impaired relative to those in healthy
subjects, a picture complemented by data suggesting an
analogous situation for leukocyte mitochondria (Alexander
Karabatsiakis, personal communication). This could indi-
cate a possible involvement of the whole blood as well as

systemic effects related to its circulation in organs, in-
cluding the brain – a scenario raising the ‘‘chicken or egg’’
question of whether depression precedes weaker mito-
chondrial ATP synthesis or vice versa. The latter case
would recommend blood as a possible target for a systemic
therapy for depression. This approach receives immediate
support from two sides, observational evidence that bios-
timulatory levels of visible to near infrared (NIR) light are
instrumental in upregulating the ATP content in cells,2 and
when applied in a pulsed mode, in activating cell metabo-
lism.3 The specific contribution of the modes of irradiation
is visually summarized in Fig. 1. Interpreting animal ex-
perimental results, other groups already suggested that
pulsed irradiation with visible to NIR light could be a mo-
dality to treat depression.4,5 Recently, it was reported that
weaker initial ATP synthesis resulted in a higher positive
laser effect.6 Considering the need for fundamental infor-
mation regarding the intrinsic cellular mechanisms of de-
pression, on the one hand, and the fragmentary character of
the synoptic picture resulting from our generalized ap-
proach, on the other hand, we hope that this Editorial will
contribute to a reciprocal cross-contamination, which
promises progress in both directions: modeling and clinical
research.
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FIG. 1. Biostimulatory levels of pulsed near infrared light,
for example, 670 nm, activated cell metabolism via an ex-
ternally controlled pumping mechanism based on the mod-
ulation of nanoscopic interfacial water layers bound in the
cell: a physicochemical process derived from laboratory
experiments performed on diamond. Coincidentally, the
same light, when applied in a continuous mode, stimulated
mitochondria to generate adenosine triphosphate (ATP) [and
small amounts of reactive oxygen species (ROS)], depend-
ing upon the irradiation parameters, as shown in work per-
formed by others.
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